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what we’re gonna do today:
* temporarily inhabit a space     
  where we explore the material   
  and linguistic aspects of sound 
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1) 14-14:50 
  intro + warm up
  2) 15-15:50 
      a. deconstruct objects 
      a.1. listen carefully to resulting sounds
        a.2. observe the sonic qualities of the object(s)
    b. select expressive sounds and reproduce them
      c. record chosen sound bits/samples/
        3) 16-16:50 
         (re-)listen, compose, mix, jam, perform
       4) 17-17:50
           more jamming and feedback
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 “The term sonic fiction can be understood as the convergence of 
the organisation of sound with a fictional system whose fragments 
gesture towards but fall short of  the satisfaction of narrative. A 
sonic fiction is assembled from track subtitles, the instructions 
in run out grooves, the statements on labels, the graphic images 
embedded within the support system of the record or the CD or 
the file, all of which feed into and reinforce each other to form a 
plane of consistency. Each of the elements in a sonic fiction can 
be extended across the discourse network of online culture.”

Kodwo Eshun - Drexciya as Spectre

framework:



playlist:
1. Drexciya - Bubble Metropolis 06:58, The Quest, 1997
    
 2. The Caretaker - All you are going to want to do is get back there 
03:47, An empty bliss beyond this world, 2011

  3. Sun Ra - Yucatan (Impulse version) 03:44, Atlantis, 1969

   4. Fatima al Qadiri - Shaneera 03:41, Shaneera, 2017 

    5. Lee Gamble - Nueme 07:23, Koch, 2014



Drexciya - The Quest, 1997



The Caretaker - An empty bliss beyond this world, 2011



Sun Ra and his Astro Infinity Arkestra - Atlantis, 1969



Fatima al Qadiri - Shaneera, 2017 



Lee Gamble - Koch, 2014
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